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Abstract
We present a new approach, called meta-meta classification, to learning in small-data settings. In this approach, one
uses a large set of learning problems to design an ensemble of learners, where each learner has high bias and low
variance and is skilled at solving a specific type of learning
problem. The meta-meta classifier learns how to examine a
given learning problem and combine the various learners to
solve the problem. The meta-meta learning approach is especially suited to solving few-shot learning tasks, as it is easier
to learn to classify a new learning problem with little data
than it is to apply a learning algorithm to a small data set.
We evaluate the approach on a one-shot, one-class-versusall classification task and show that it is able to outperform
traditional meta-learning as well as ensembling approaches.

1. Introduction
Meta-learning, often defined informally as “learning to
learn” [43, 34], is a compelling approach for solving very
small-data learning problems, such as one-shot or few-shot
learning [11]. One can generate a data set that consists of a
large number of learning problems, where each problem has
just a few training examples, and then use that set to learn
how to solve learning problems with just a few examples.
This contrasts with competing approaches such as transfer
learning [45], where one solves one or more learning problems, and then adapt those solutions to a new, small-data
learning problem. Meta-learning learns the learning process,
rather than how to re-purpose an existing learner.
In this paper, we introduce a new approach to metalearning, called meta-meta classification. Here, we use a
large set of learning problems to design a set of k different
learners, each of which has high bias and low variance, so
that it is skilled at solving a specific type of learning problem.
Further, the meta-meta classifier also learns how to examine
a new learning problem and select which of the k learners
should be used to solve that particular learning problem.
We call the method meta-meta classification to distinguish it from meta-classification, a term commonly used

in ensemble methods [7]. In ensembling, a meta-classifier
is a classifier that aggregates the output from a family of
learned scoring functions. For example, in bagging [4], a
meta-classifier may average the scores output from a family
of scoring functions. In more sophisticated methods, the
meta-classifier may itself be trained so that it learns to produce an accurate output from a set of less accurate scoring
functions.
In contrast, by training over a corpus of learning problems rather than a single problem, a meta-meta classifier
designs a set of learners, while at the same time learning
how to examine a new problem and choose which learners are best to solve that problem. Ultimately, given a new
learning problem, the output of the meta-meta classifier is a
problem-specific meta-classifier defined over the set of scoring functions produced by the learners. Note that while a
meta-meta classifier learns how to produce a meta-classifier,
it is not itself a meta-classifier.
Meta-meta classification is particularly natural for very
small-data learning problems. The underlying assumption
here is that it is easier to classify a new learning problem
with little data than it is to solve the new learning problem
with little data. Intuitively, this may be the case: learned
scoring functions are successfully used all the time to look at
a particular object and predict its label. It does not seem to
be inherently more difficult to look at a single object and its
label (or small set of labeled objects in the case of few-shot
learning) and identify which learners may apply to solving
the problem. If it is possible to look at a restricted number
of training examples and choose an appropriately biased,
low-variance learner that best applies to the learning task,
then the variance reduction realized by choosing a learner
that is highly biased for the problem may result in very low
error, even on highly data-restricted problems.
Motivation. One-shot classification is an important but difficult problem, with many applications in science and technology. For example, consider the problem of searching a
database of brain images, to find images with a particular
type of brain lesion, where only a few (or one) images of the
desired injury are available. Our proposed method could eas-
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ily be used in this case. Note that this example application
is an example of “one-vs-all, open-world, one-shot classification”, which is under-studied (or never-before studied),
and which we consider in this paper. Almost all prior work
considers n-way classification (for n = 5). Our new method
performs very well on this problem, compared to the obvious alternatives. For another particular application, consider
the task of recognizing one animal species (for which only
one positive image is available) from among a set of images
taken by an automated wildlife camera. A set of negative
training images may be available, but the set of negative
classes cannot be controlled. Or, consider recognizing a
particular vessel (boat) from among a large set of satellite
images of vessels in the open ocean. In our opinion, these
are as meaningful as the more common 5-way classification task seen in most few-shot learning papers. Our work
(and future work) on this sort of one-vs-all problem could
greatly increase the range of problems amenable to one-shot
classification.
Our contributions. We define a new meta-learning strategy
called meta-meta classification, in which a meta-meta classifier is trained to recognize the type of learning task at hand,
and to use that recognition to choose a biased, low-variance
learner appropriate for the task. We show how this strategy
can be used to learn a highly accurate aggregate scoring
function, even for one-shot learning problems. Note that our
meta-meta classifier does not necessitate any particular type
of learner to produce a classifier. We have chosen a gradient
based optimizer, which is close to MAML [13] in essence,
and hence we did a thorough comparison with ensembles
of MAMLs. As an evaluation example, on a one-shot, oneclass-versus-all classification task defined over the ImageNet
corpus, meta-meta classification is able to achieve greater
than 82% test accuracy, compared to less than 61% test accuracy for the baseline MAML approach, and less than 67%
for a comparatively-sized ensemble of MAMLs.

2. Related Work
Meta-meta classification broadly falls under the metalearning or “learning to learn” paradigm [19, 43, 2] which
has been shown to produce promising results on few-shot
classification problems.
Among various meta-learning methods, metric-based
methods [20, 17, 12, 39, 40, 41, 15, 47, 42] aim to learn
a similarity function or a distance metric between a pair of
different samples. Siamese networks [20] use a pairwise
verification loss to perform nearest-neighbours classification. Matching Networks [47] combine both embedding and
classification to form an end-to-end differentiable nearest
neighbours classifier. Prototypical Networks [41] apply an
inductive bias in the form of class prototypes without full
context embeddings.

Memory-augmented methods [26, 25, 8, 48, 38, 29] learn
to adjust model states using memory-augmented recurrent
networks. For example, [38] represents entries from a sample set in an external memory, AdaResNet [27] uses memory
and the sample set to produce conditionally shifted neuron
coefficients for the query set, and SNAIL [25] uses an explicit attention mechanism to leverage specific information
from past experience.
Optimization based methods [13, 1, 14, 51, 23, 16, 28,
37, 35, 33, 52] learn a network initialization that can quickly
adapt to new tasks within a distribution of tasks with a very
few steps of regular gradient descent. MAML [13] backpropagates the meta-loss through an inner learning loop, Reptile
[28] incorporates an L2 loss that updates the meta-model
parameters towards the task-specific models, and [23] learns
a layer-wise subspace where gradient-based adaptation is
done.
There have recently been a few papers that have suggested
that transfer-based methods can be more effective in classic
few shot classification problems. Chen et al. [5] propose
Baseline using a simple linear classifier on top of a pretrained deep CNN, and Baseline++ using a distance-based
classifier. Some authors [21, 44] suggest using a high-quality
feature extractor by training a deep CNN on a large data set.
Among others, [6] proposes a transductive fine-tuner, [10]
proposes feature diversity through diversity in data sets, and
[9] proposes the idea of ensembling for few-shot learning
through training a number of diverse deep CNNs as feature
extractors during meta-learning.
However, all of these papers mainly address the problem
of few shot multi-class classification where only few images
of a number of classes are available for training. Often in
reality, we may have only a single scarce class with a few images (or even one image) available for training. The problem
then becomes more of an image retrieval than classification.
To the best of our knowledge, few shot literature hardly
considers this application which we frame as a One-Vs-All
classification problem in this paper.

3. Background and Problem Definition
3.1. Meta-Meta Classification: Overview
Meta-meta classification is an approach to supervised
learning that is particularly relevant to the problem of oneshot or few-shot learning, as it relies on learning a set of
learners designed specifically to have high inductive bias as
a way to prevent over-fitting, as well as how to apply those
learners when a new learning problem is encountered.
Specifically, for input (feature) domain X and output (label) domain Y , a meta-meta classifier takes as input a training set (a multi-set drawn from X × Y ), and then returns an
aggregate scoring function g ∗ : X × Y → R that combines
the output of the learners (in the context of ensemble-based
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the set of parameters to initialize the learning algorithm, etc.
The meta-aggregation function. The goal is to learn, by
looking at a set of learning problems, how to examine a new
problem, and combine those k learners to create a problemspecific meta-classifier g ∗ . The meta-aggregation function
is given this task.
For a function f : X1 × X2 × ... → R, let f (x1 , ..., xm ) :
Xm+1 , Xm+2 , ... → R denote the function resulting from
currying f with respect to the first m inputs, and then evaluating the resulting curried function at (x1 , ..., xm ). Then
fi,Ti,θT (Dtrn ) (xtst ) : Y → R is the result of applying the
i

Figure 1. An aggregate scoring function realized via meta-meta
classification. The meta-meta classifier g(.) uses the training set
DP to select from among the k parameterized learners f1,T1 (DP ) ,
f2,T2 (DP ) , and so on, to realize an aggregate scoring function g ∗ .

learning, this aggregate scoring function is sometimes referred to as a meta-classifier). As in all forms of supervised
learning, the goal is to produce an aggregate scoring function
that gives relatively high values to pairs from X × Y that
tend to occur together.
In contrast to classical ensemble approaches (such as
stacking [50]), in meta-meta classification, the aggregate
scoring function is constructed without examining how well
the individual scoring functions output by the learners perform on the training set (or on a test set). Instead, the metameta classifier learns through experience how the learners
should be combined for different types of problems. This
makes meta-meta classification particularly attractive for
few-shot learning problems, as there is no need to have
enough data to test the accuracy of the output of the learners.
A meta-meta classifier has two parts: a set of learners,
and a meta-aggregation function.
The learners. In classical supervised learning, we have a
single scoring function and a learning algorithm. But in
meta-meta classification, we instead assume an ensemble of
k learners, from which we wish to build an aggregate scoring
function. The ith learner consists of a scoring function fi,θf :
i
X × Y → R, as well as a training algorithm Ti,θiT .
Let D be the set of all multi-sets drawn from X × Y . The
training algorithm Ti,θiT : D → Θfi maps a set of training
examples drawn from X × Y to a particular value for θif .
As is typical, the scoring function fi,θf is parameterized on
i

the parameter set θif chosen from parameter space Θfi by the
training algorithm. More atypically, the training algorithm
is itself parameterized on a parameter set θiT . This parameter set can contain any parameters that control the learning
process: the learning rate, the number of learning iterations,

training algorithm in learner i—parameterized with θiT —
to training set Dtrn , and then “pre-loading” the resulting
scoring function with xtest .
A meta-aggregation function examines Dtrn , and then
conditioned on that Dtrn , combines each of the k scoring
functions fi,Ti,θT (Dtrn ) to create a new, more accurate agi
gregate scoring function.
Formally, a meta-aggregation function is a function:
gθg : D × (Y → R)k → (Y → R)
By allowing the meta-aggregation function to examine the
set Dtrn and aggregate the scoring functions created by
the k learners, we obtain the aggregate scoring function
∗
g⟨θ
T
T
T (Dtrn , xtst , ytst ) ≡
g ,θ ,θ ,...,θ ⟩
1

2

k

  g_{\theta _g} \biggl (D_{trn}, &f_{1, T_{1, \theta _1^T}(D_{trn})}(x_{tst}), \nonumber \\ &f_{2, T_{2, \theta _2^T}(D_{trn})}(x_{tst}), ..., \nonumber \\ &f_{k, T_{k, \theta _k^T}(D_{trn})}(x_{tst})\biggr ) (y_{tst}). \nonumber

A depiction of how the learners and the meta-aggregation
function together produce an aggregate scoring function g ∗
is given in Figure 1.

3.2. Intuition: Why Meta-Meta Classification?
If the training set Dtrn is large, it is unclear that there
is much benefit to meta-meta classification. For large
n = |Dtrn |, we may choose a general-purpose learner with
small inductive bias that works well regardless of the problem at hand. However, if n is small—n = 1 in the case of
one-shot learning—there may be a significant benefit to the
introduction of a set of learners and a meta-meta classifier.
If sufficient information about the problem-generating distribution P is available through past experience, that we may
learn a high-quality meta-meta classifier. After learning the
meta-meta classifier, tiny training set Dtrn may give enough
information as to the exact nature of the classification task
that the meta-aggregation function can accurately select an
appropriate learner. This learner will ideally have high inductive bias, and be tailored to the specific learning problem.
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At the same time, it will hopefully have low variance, and
will be accurate, even with the learner has been trained on
very small Dtrn .
In fact, this is the benefit of meta-meta classification: it
allows for the use of a set of highly biased, low variance
learners each of which covers a small subset of the set of
classification problems that are expectedly encountered.
For this to work, a key assumption is that the task of recognizing which type of learning problem we are faced with
is less data-intensive than the task of actually solving the
learning problem. Hence, faced with limited training data,
we use that data to first determine which type of learning
problem we are faced with, and then use a high-bias learner
that has been designed to perform well on that specific class
of problem.

3.3. Relationship to Other Approaches
Meta-meta classification is related to several other ideas
in machine learning. For example, consider neural architecture search [53, 31] and related ideas. Both approaches
effectively appeal to a meta-meta classifier that attempts to
choose the best learner for a given task. The key difference,
however, is that neural architecture search typically assumes
large n, so that the meta-meta classifier is trivial. When evaluating a learner, simply see how accurate the learner is on a
holdout set. If the learned model is accurate on the holdout
set, the learner is a good choice. In meta-meta classification,
the assumption is that there is little data available to evaluate
the accuracy of a constructed classifier, and so the meta-meta
classifier g is introduced as an alternative to an accuracy test
over a holdout set.
There is an obvious relationship between meta-meta classification and boosting, bagging [32], and other ensemble
methods. The aggregate scoring function enabled by the
meta-meta classifier is effectively controlling the use of an
ensemble of learners. In ensemble methods, the function that
aggregates the output from an ensemble of learners is often
called a meta-classifier. However, the difference is that a
meta-meta classifier is trained how to produce a task-specific
meta-classifier, it is not itself a meta-classifier. By looking at
a large number of learning problems, the meta-meta classifier
learns how to select an appropriate, high-bias, low-variance
learners from a set of learners, few of which are useful for
any particular classification task.
Meta-meta classification is related to other meta-learning
approaches, for example, [13], as they also assume a distribution of learning tasks, and apply meta-learning to try to
solve the one-shot learning problem. The key difference is
that Finn et al.’s approach can be seen as trying to design a
single learner (scoring function plus training algorithm) that
works well for small-sized DP , for any data-generating P
sampled according to P, rather than attempting to match the
present learning task with an appropriate classifier.

Algorithm 1 End-to-End Gradient Descent
Meta-Learn (P, k, b, ntrn , ntst )
// P: Distribution of distributions to learn from
// k: # of learners
// b: Meta-learning batch size (# of problems)
// ntrn : # of training instances in a learning problem
// ntst : # of test instances to evaluate a scoring function
Initialize θ = ⟨θg , θ1T , θ2T , ..., θkT ⟩ ← rand()
while loss decreases do
for j = 1 to b do
Sample P ∼ P
Sample Dtrn,j = {(xi , yi )}i=1...ntrn ∼ P
Sample Dtst,j = {(xi , yi )}i=1...ntst ∼ P
end for
Pb P
α
θ ← θ − b×n
j=1
(xtst ,ytst )∈Dtst,j
tst
∇ℓ (gθ∗ (Dtrn,j , xtst ), ytst ) (θ)
end while
return θ

4. Learning a Meta-Meta Classifier
4.1. Background
Assume a universe of probability distributions P, each
defined over the domain X × Y , and a distribution P defined
over this universe. Hence P is a distribution of distributions.
Now, consider the following hierarchical stochastic process
for generating a triple (Dtrn , xtst , ytst ) from P:
1. Sample P ∼ P
2. Sample Dtrn = {(xi , yi )}i=1...n ∼ P
3. Sample (xtst , ytst ) ∼ P
Here, Dtrn is a training data set, and (xtst , ytst ) is a test
pair.
Assume some loss function ℓ : (Y → R) × Y → R. That
is, ℓ takes as an argument a scoring function defined over
domain Y , a “true” value for the output selected from Y , and
scores how accurately the scores reflect the “true” output.
Generally, any loss function can be used for ℓ: squared
error if Y is the set of real numbers, cross-entropy if Y is
a set of categories, etc. For example, for a scoring function
f : Y → R, the squared error loss function is:
2
ℓl2 (f, y) = y − argmaxŷ f (ŷ)
The goal when learning a meta-meta classifier is to choose
⟨θg , θ1T , θ2T , ..., θkT ⟩ from the parameter space Θg × ΘT1 ×
ΘT2 × ... × ΘTk so as to minimize the expected loss of the
meta-meta classifier (or the “meta-loss”):
  \mathbb {E}_{(D_{trn}, x_{tst}, y_{tst}) \sim \sP } \left [\ell \left (g^{*}_{\langle \theta _g, \theta _1^T, \theta _2^T, ..., \theta _k^T \rangle } (D_{trn}, x_{tst}), y_{tst} \right ) \right ] \nonumber
There are many possible instantiations of this idea. We
now briefly describe a couple of them.
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4.2. Example: End-to-End Gradient Descent
Assume that each of the k learners utilizes gradient descent, and that g is differentiable with respect to θg . Further,
assume that Ti performs one gradient update at learning rate
λ using θiT as the initialization of the gradient descent, so
that Θfi = ΘTi and:1
Ti,θiT (Dtrn ) = θiT −

λ
n

X

∇ℓ(fi,θf (x), y)(θiT ).
i

Algorithm 2 Three-Step-Meta-Learning
Meta-Learn (P, h, k, b, ntrn , ntst )
// P: Distribution of distributions to learn from
// h: Embedding function for problem instance
// k: # of learners
// b: Meta-learning batch size (# of problems)
// ntrn : # of training instances in a learning problem
// ntst : # of test instances to evaluate a scoring function
Initialize θ = ⟨θg , θ1T , θ2T , ..., θkT ⟩ ← rand()

(x,y)∈D T

// Cluster a set of problem instances
Q = {}
for m = 1 to big do
Sample P ∼ P;
Q = Q ∪ {h({(xi , yi )}i=1...ntrn ∼ P )}
end for
Run k-means on Q to obtain µ1 , µ2 , ..., µk

⟨θg , θ1T , θ2T , ..., θkT ⟩

Then, letting θ =
we can run a gradient
descent algorithm to learn the meta-aggregation function
parameters θg as well as each of the θiT parameters for the
various learners. Assuming meta-learning rate α, we repeatedly sample (Dtrn , xtst , ytst ) ∼ P and for each sample,
apply the following update rule:

// Create and partition a set of training distributions
Pj = {} for j = 1 to k
for m = 1 to big do
Sample P ∼ P;
D = {(xi , yi )}i=1...ntrn ∼ P
Add P to Pj where j = argminj ||µj − h(D)||2
end for

  \theta = \theta - \alpha \nabla \ell \left (g^{*}_{\theta } (D_{trn}, x_{tst}), y_{tst} \right ) \left (\theta \right ) \nonumber
Note that it is easily possible to extend this to training algorithms that perform more than a single gradient update;
this merely requires expanding the expression computed by
Ti,θiT for an appropriate number of gradient steps. In practice, however, only a small number of gradient updates will
be used in a small-data setting; a large number of steps will
typically result in over-fitting.
Also, in practice, it may make sense to back-propagate
the meta-loss from more than a single (xtst , ytxt ) test pair,
as more test pairs may give a more stable estimate of the
meta-loss and decrease time-until-convergence.
Finally, there is nothing preventing the use of a batch of
learning problems P1 , P2 , ... during each iteration of gradient descent. Again, this may result in a more stable algorithm
that takes less time to converge.
The full algorithm for end-to-end gradient descent, which
uses a batch of learning problems as well as an arbitrarilysized test set for back-propagation is in Algorithm 1.

// Learn each of the training algorithms
for j = 1 to k do
while loss decreases do
for l = 1 to b do
Sample P ∼ Pj
Sample Dtrn,l = {(xi , yi )}i=1...ntrn ∼ P
Sample Dtst,l = {(xi , yi )}i=1...ntst ∼ P
end for
Pb P
α
θjT ← θjT − b×n
 tst i=1 (xtst ,ytst )∈D
 tst,i

∇ℓ fj,Tj,θT (Dtrn ) (xtst , ytst θjT
j

end while
end for
// Now, learn g
while loss decreases do
for j = 1 to b do
Sample P ∼ P
Sample Dtrn,j = {(xi , yi )}i=1...ntrn ∼ P
Sample Dtst,j = {(xi , yi )}i=1...ntst ∼ P
end for
Pb P
α
θg ← θg − b×n
j=1
(xtst ,ytst )∈Dtst,j
tst

4.3. Example: Clustering Plus Gradient Descent
Unfortunately, the algorithm from the previous subsection
may not work well in practice. Note that while the metameta classifier is being trained in a supervised manner—the
goal is to learn a meta-meta classifier that can generate an accurate meta-classifier, in one important sense, the algorithm
is unsupervised.
Ultimately, the meta-aggregation function gθg must look
at a specific training set Dtrn and determine which of the
learners is most appropriate for the underlying problem. If,
at the time that gθg is being learned, the learners themselves
are being learned, this may be viewed as an unsupervised
1 Here,

  \nabla \ell \biggl ( g_{\theta _g} \biggl (D_{trn}, &f_{1, T_{1, \theta _1^T}(D_{trn})}(x_{tst}), \nonumber \\ &f_{2, T_{2, \theta _2^T}(D_{trn})}(x_{tst}), ..., \nonumber \\ &f_{k, T_{k, \theta _k^T}(D_{trn})}(x_{tst})\biggr ) (y_{tst})\biggr )(\theta _g) \nonumber

∇ℓ(fi,θf (x), y)(θiT ) denotes “the gradient of the ith loss func-

end while
return θ

i

tion with respect to parameter set θif , evaluated at θiT .”
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problem distributions (possibly non-deterministically) into a
high-dimensional space, where they can be clustered using a
k-means algorithm (here k is the number of learners that are
to be meta-learned).
A procedure that uses such an explicit clustering step is
depicted in Algorithm 2. The procedure is depicted pictorially in Figure 2. After first producing the k clusters of
problem distributions, one learner is meta-learned per distribution cluster. Then, in a final step, the procedure trains the
meta-aggregation function so that it is able to combine the
output of the learners.
Finally, we point out that Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2
can be used together. Algorithm 2 could be used to produce
a high-quality initialization that is refined using Algorithm
1; the combined procedure is likely to outperform either
individual methodology.

5. Experimental Evaluation
5.1. One-vs-All One-Shot Image Classification

Figure 2. Learning a meta-meta classifier utilizing a pre-clustering
of learning problems.

task; it is unclear how to segment the possible problems in
P into categories so that a reasonable learner or learners can
be designed for each category.
In practice, unsupervised learning tasks are notoriously
sensitive to initialization. Few machine learning practitioners
running a k-means algorithm would sample the initial means
from a Normal(⃗0, I) distribution, for example, as this would
likely produce terrible results. Instead, the initial means may
be sampled from the data set to be clustered.
Unfortunately, learning a meta-meta classifier consisting of a number of neural network learners via full gradient descent (Algorithm 1), starting with a typical, random
neural-network initialization for individual learning parameters ⟨θ1T , θ2T , ..., θkT ⟩, is akin to initializing a k-means algorithm poorly. In practice, all θiT values will be terrible,
but one will be slightly less terrible than the others, and the
meta-aggregation function will learn to route most problems
to the corresponding learner. As a result, the other learners
are starved of training data and ignored, and the learned solution is equivalent to what would have been returned from
the MAML method [13].
One way around this is to sample a large number of distributions from P and explicitly cluster those distributions
as a separate step. This requires having some way to cluster distributions of problems; we assume some embedding
problem-specific embedding function that is able to map

The first application we consider is open-world classification, where the goal is to recognize a single positive
class from a large number of negative classes, some without
training examples. This is one-vs-all (OvA) or one-vs-rest
(OvR) classification [30]. Hence, we evaluate the utility of
meta-meta classification for a series of one-shot image classification tasks, where the goal is to recognize—given a single
example—members of a single class which are mixed in with
a number of other, “background” classes. We wish to answer
two key questions. First, does increasing k (the number of
learners) actually increase classification accuracy? Second,
does meta-meta classification outperform a simple ensemble
of meta-learners? That is, does the biased ensembling of
meta-meta classification outperform the simple tactic of just
using a number of independent meta-learners?
Meta-learning relies on being able to generate a distribution of learning problems. To generate a learning problem,
we sample 51 classes from the classes available for metalearning, and one is randomly designated as a “positive”
class. The training set Dtrn is generated by sampling one
image from the selected positive class, and 50 images from
the 50 negative classes (some negative classes may have
multiple samples, and some may not be represented in the
sample set), and test set Dtst is similarly generated by sampling 50 images from the positive class, and 50 from the
negative classes.
We consider several different image classification tasks,
but the first is to learn to classify images from the ImageNet
database. We use the ILSVRC-2012 dataset [36], the most
popular flavor of ImageNet data. We hold back 10% of
the 1000 ILSVRC-2012 classes for testing, and 90% of the
classes are available for meta-learning.
Each fi is the convolutional network architecture used by
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Table 1. Experimental results. The 95% confidence interval of observed test accuracy, computed over 10,000 problems is given. k denotes
the number of models trained.
k

W HOLE DATA
H ARD BAGGING

W HOLE DATA
S OFT BAGGING

MM- CLASSIFIER

N EAREST

M ETA - META

ON WHOLE DATA

CLUSTER

CLASSIFIER

I MAGE N ET ILSVRC-2012 RESULTS
2
4
8
16

61.87 ± 0.22
62.48 ± 0.23
62.82 ± 0.24
63.12 ± 0.24

62.27 ± 0.24
61.61 ± 0.24
62.40 ± 0.25
63.34 ± 0.25

62.79 ± 0.22
63.74 ± 0.23
64.28 ± 0.23
66.11 ± 0.24

61.71 ± 0.25
69.53 ± 0.22
74.45 ± 0.21
74.70 ± 0.22

66.26 ± 0.20
74.02 ± 0.17
77.92 ± 0.17
82.49 ± 0.16

C ROSS - DOMAIN RESULTS ( META - LEARNING ON ILSVRC-2012, TEST ON CUB-2011)
2
4
8
16

63.60 ± 0.22
66.36 ± 0.22
66.94 ± 0.24
67.21 ± 0.25

64.38 ± 0.25
66.27 ± 0.23
67.04 ± 0.25
67.72 ± 0.26

64.63 ± 0.25
66.99 ± 0.23
67.52 ± 0.25
69.61 ± 0.26

71.53 ± 0.20
69.76 ± 0.22
74.29 ± 0.15
84.04 ± 0.12

70.87 ± 0.20
72.44 ± 0.17
77.98 ± 0.14
85.67 ± 0.11

68.88 ± 0.31
71.72 ± 0.28
73.35 ± 0.27

70.65 ± 0.26
76.05 ± 0.23
78.61 ± 0.23

73.57 ± 0.33
77.07 ± 0.28
80.15 ± 0.27
82.02 ± 0.26

78.70 ± 0.31
85.27 ± 0.18
90.87 ± 0.15
92.07 ± 0.14

A IRCRAFT DATA SET RESULTS
2
4
8

65.39 ± 0.31
70.62 ± 0.27
71.84 ± 0.26

65.66 ± 0.30
71.03 ± 0.26
72.23 ± 0.27

69.57 ± 0.24
73.00 ± 0.21
75.93 ± 0.19

O MNIGLOT DATA SET RESULTS
2
4
8
16

71.24 ± 0.35
73.83 ± 0.35
77.70 ± 0.31
79.38 ± 0.28

70.69 ± 0.29
77.32 ± 0.29
77.61 ± 0.28
79.56 ± 0.31

[13], which has 4 modules with a 3 × 3 convolutions and 32
filters, a ReLU nonlinearity, and 2 × 2 max-pooling. The
scoring function is realized using a fully connected layer
after the convolutions, and the last layer is fed into a softmax.
Each θiT is the initial set of weights used when training
the ith network. During training, five iterations of gradient
descent are performed.
The meta-aggregation function g is realized by a simple,
fully-connected neural network with two 256-neuron hidden
layers. As input, this network accepts:
1. fi,θf (xtst , −1) for i in {1...k} (that is, the “no” score
i
each learner gives to the test image)
2. fi,θf (xtst , +1) for i in {1...k} (the “yes” score that
i
each learner gives to the test image)
3. The 512-dimensional output of a ResNet network [18],
where the final classification layers have been dropped,
applied to the positive image in Dtrn . This encoding
allows the meta-aggregation function to classify the
classification problem.
Here, θg consists of the weights used in the fullyconnected neural network, as well as the ResNet network
used to encode Dtrn .
When using the three-step training process, we sample
a training set from the distribution, and our embedding

73.26 ± 0.35
79.16 ± 0.21
85.25 ± 0.20
88.04 ± 0.18

function h pushes the positive training instance in that set
through a pre-trained ResNet network. We pre-trained a
modified ResNet-152 classifier on the classes reserved for
meta-learning and used the penultimate layer for feature
extraction. We changed the number of output channels of
the convolutions from [64, 128, 256, 512] to [64, 64, 128,
256] and block expansion from 4 to 2. This was done just
to decrease the extracted feature size from the usual 2048 to
512.
Finally, each θiT is the starting parameters of the gradient
descent used by the ith learner. Hence, in this instantiation
of meta-meta classification, we are learning a set of MAML
learners [13].
Additional One-Shot Learning Problems. We test
three additional one-shot learning problems.
(1) Meta-learn on ImageNet ILSVRC-2012, test on the
CUB-2011 Birds data set [49]. In this task, meta-learning
is performed exactly as above, on 900 classes selected from
the ImageNet ILSVRC-2012 data set. However, the testing
distribution is different. Each positive class for testing is
selected from among the CUB-2011 Birds data set, and the
negative classes are selected from among the 100 classes
held back from the ILSVRC-2012 data set. The goal is to
perform cross-domain testing.
(2) Meta-learn on 87 classes from the Aircraft data set
[24], test on 15 classes. During testing, one of the 15 test
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classes is chosen as the positive class, the other 14 classes
are the negative classes. One training image is available
from the positive class, and 50 from the 14 negative classes.
The goal is to perform fine-grained testing.
(3) Meta-learn on 1200 characters from the Omniglot
data set [22], test on 423 characters. During testing, a letter
from the testing set is selected as the positive class, and 50
other test letters are selected as negative classes. Again, one
image from the positive class is available, and 50 images of
the other letters are available.
Competitive Methods Tested. To evaluate the efficacy
of our ideas, we compare meta-meta classification against
ensembles of meta-learners. In our experiments, the individual learners in the ensemble are MAML learners [13]. While
a number of improvements to MAML have been suggested
in the last couple of years (several of which are described
in the Related Work section of this paper), we use MAML
as a comparison point because our meta-meta classifier is
effectively learning a set of MAML models. This facilitate
an apples-to-apples comparison, though we note that MAML
(both in meta-meta classification, and in the ensemble) could
be replaced with any reasonable alternative.
Overall, we evaluate the following five classifiers: (1)
Whole-data hard bagging: this is hard bagging over an ensemble of MAML models all trained on the entire data set.
(2) Whole-data soft bagging: soft bagging over an ensemble of MAML models. (3) Meta-meta classifier on whole
data: here we first learn a set of MAML models, each on
the whole data, but then learn a meta-meta classifier (step
three of three-step meta-learning) on the MAML models.
This is useful for testing the utility of segmenting the data.
(4) Nearest cluster: this is essentially the first two steps of
three-step meta-learning, with the final classifier replaced
with a simple nearest neighbor classifier on the ResNet features. (5) Meta-meta classifier: this is the full three-step
meta-learning.
Results. For each data set and each of the five competitive methods, we increase the number of learners k logarithmically (with a step of 2) until we found no significant
improvement in the classification performance. In each case,
we randomly generate 10,000 learning problems to evaluate
each method, and the method is scored using accuracy on 50
positive and 50 negative examples. For the evaluation, we
use five iterations of gradient descent. All results (including
average accuracy, 95% confidence interval width) are given
in Table 1. For comparison, a single MAML model achieved
60.78% accruacy on ImageNet ILSVRC-2012, 62.37% accuracy on the cross-domain bird recognition problem, and
64.92% and 65.95% accuracy on the aircraft and Omniglot
problems.
Discussion. Across all of the learning tasks, the metameta classifier consistently had the best accuracy—often
considerably higher than the other options, and much higher

than a single MAML model. For example, on the ILSVRC2012 data set, a meta-meta classifier with 16 classes obtains
more than 82% accuracy, compared to just under 61% accuracy with a single MAML model.

5.2. 5-way One-Shot Image Classification
While meta-meta classification is designed for OvA or
OvR classification, it can easily be adapted to 5-way classification, which is more commonly studied in the meta-learning
literature. This is done by treating a 5-way classification
problem as five different OvA classification problems [3].
That is, given a 5-way, one-shot classification problem, we
train the meta-meta classifier five times, where we cycle
through the five classes, with each class in turn serving as
the “one”, and the other four classes serving as the “all”.
Then, when it is time to classify a test image, we choose
class associated with the classifier giving the highest positive
score.
To test the utility of meta-meta classification for 5-way
classification, we follow the procedure in [13] with the
ILSVRC-2012 data set. We randomly sample one image
each from five randomly sampled classes as the support data
for training, and randomly sample 15 images each from those
classes as query data for testing. We sample 600 such problems from our test split, and measure the accuracy as well
as 95% confidence interval. On the ILSVRC-2012 data set,
16-cluster meta-meta classification obtained 57.23±1.72%
accuracy, whereas MAML gave us 49.64±1.07% accuracy,
for a net gain of +7.59% compared to MAML. Comparing with the results presented in [46] which also tested 5way classification accuracy on ILSVRC-2012, +7.59% net
gain beats the two best meta-learning methods tested: ProtoMAML (proposed in [46]; +4.02%) and Proto-Net (proposed
in [41], +4.99%). We also tested meta-meta classification for
5-way classification on the Aircraft data set, and obtained
57.12±1.86% accuracy compared to MAML’s 51.35±1.1%,
for a net gain of +5.77%.

6. Conclusion
We have explored a new type of meta-learning, called
meta-meta classification. The idea is to learn a set of learners tailored to different problem types, as well as a function
called a “meta-meta classifier” that is able to look at a particular problem and decide how to combine the learners to
solve that problem. Meta-meta classification is predicated
on the assumption that it is easier to classify a problem (and
choose an appropriate set of learners) than it is to learn to
solve the problem with little data. We have shown through a
series of experiments that meta-meta classification can have
much high accuracy.
Acknowledgments. The work in this paper was funded by
NSF grant #1918651 and by NIH award # UL1TR003167.
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